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INTRODUCTION 
THE PURWSE of this note is to exhibit a differential structure on the group of diffeomorphisms 
of a compact connected manifold M. The structure in question turns out to be locally 
FrCchet. In order to obtain some of the classical theorems of analysis in the context of 
Fr6chet spaces we utilise the notion of quasi-topological spaces of which one can find a 
detailed exposition in [l]. 
The local Fr6chet structure is introduced by techniques analogous to those used by 
Eells in [2] to introduce a locally Banach structure in the space of continuous maps 9(S, M) 
where S is a compact topological space and M a differentiable manifold. 
I would like to take this occasion to thank J. Eells without whose encouragement this 
note would probably not have been written. 
All topological vector spaces appearing in this paper are considered to be Hausdorff 
locally convex topological vector spaces over the reals, R; continuous functions will be 
called Co functions when convenient. 
Definition. Let U be an open subset of a topological vector space E, and F a topological 
vector space. A function f : U + F is a C” function (n 2 1) iff is a C”-’ function and for 
each x E U there exists a continuous symmetric n-multilinear function D “f(x): E x . . . x E 
+ F such that Y 
F(u) -j-(x+ v) -f(x) - Df(x)(u) - . . . - l/n! D”f(x)(u, . . . , u) 
satisfies the property that 
G(t, V) = F(tu)/t”, t#O 
= 0, t=O 
is continuous on R x V at (0, v), v~ E and such that D'f : U x E x . . . x E+ F is 
continuous. (Convention : D”)f(x) = f(x)). Y 
PROPOSRION 1. Suppose E, F, and G are topological vector spaces. If U c E, V c F 
are open andf : U -+ V andg : V -+ G are C” functions then g 0 f : U --, G is u C” function. 
t Supported by National Science Foundation grant GP-2440. 
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PROPOSITION 2. Let f : U + V and g: V + F be C” functions, U c E, V c F open where 
E, F, and G are topological vector spaces. If h : U -+ G is a C1 function such that Dh(x)(v) = 
(Dg(f(x)) o Df(x))(v), then h is a C” function. 
Dejinition 2. Let U c E, V c F be open sets in topological vector spaces E and F, 
and suppose that G is a topological vector space. A function f : U x V--f G is a C n function in 
the first (resp. second) variable if f is a C”- ’ function in the first (resp. second) variable 
and if for each (t, r) E U x V there exists a continuous symmetric n-multilinear function 
a "faxn(t, q) : %xE --f G 
n-times 
(resp. anfjlayn(& q): F x . . . x F+ G 
n-times 
such that F(V) = f(< + V, q) - f(5,q) - aflax(t,q)(v) - . . . - I/n!a"flax"(r, r)(v,..., U) 
(resp. G(u) = f(c, q f v) - f(& q) - . . . - I/n! anfldy”(t, q)(v, . . . , v)) satisfies the property 
that 
rp(t, 4 = F(tu)lt”, t#O 
N, u) = 0, t=O 
(resp. y(t, v) = G(tv)/t”, t # 0; r(t, v) = 0, t = 0) is continuous on R x E (resp. R x F) at 
(0, v), v E E (resp. v EF) and such that anf/lax: U x V x E x . . . x E+ G (resp. a”f/lay: 
UX VxFx... x F-t G) is continuous. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let f : U x V --, G be a function such that for x, x’, x + x’ E U 
f(x + X’,Y) =f (x9 Y) +f (x’, Y). f is C” if and only if f is C” in both the first and the 
second variables. 
The proofs of propositions depend on the notion of quasi-topology developed by 
Bastiani [l]. We shall now give a short exposition of her theory. Most of the theorems 
stated here are either proved in [l] or their proofs are simple deductions from what appears 
in [l]. 
Let S be a set for x E S designate by %X the ultra filter of all sets containing x. Given 
two filters % and %’ on S, % < %’ will mean given A’ E %’ there exists A E % such that 
A c A’. 
Dejnition 3. A quasi-topological space is a set S together with a relation “+“between 
filters on S and points in S satisfying the following axioms: 
(1) x~Simplies%~--,x 
(2) .T’ < I and 9” + x implies 97” -+ x 
(3) $” + x and 95 + x‘ implies x = x’ 
(4) 3 + x and 3”’ + x implies 35 n 97”’ + X. 
Definition 4. Let {A’, -} and { Y, -t} be quasi-topological spaces. A function f : X-+ Y 
is called quasi-continuous if S + x E S implies f(s) + f (x) E Y for all x E 3’. (By abuse 
of notation f(X) is the filter generated by f (S), S E 9-j. 
The relation .!Z + x will be described by saying X quasi-converges to x. 
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The quasi-topological spaces and the quasi-continuous maps form a category that we 
shall designate by fi. Composition in +. is ordinary composition of maps of sets. 
Let Y be the category of Hausdorff topological spaces; define a functor T: F --) +i as 
follows: for X an object of Ysuppose that the underlying set of T(X) is the same as the 
underlying set X with quasi-topology given by 3 + x if and only if I converges to x for 
the topology on X E Y. As a function of sets set T(f) = 6 T(f) is clearly quasi-continuous 
for f a morphism in Y. Now define a functor S: p -tY as follows: for X E +z, suppose 
that the underlying set of S(X) is the same as the underlying set of X. The topology on 
S(X) is the strongest opology on S(X) such that S 4 x in XE /Z implies d converges to 
xinS(X)Er. Forf :X+ Y~fisetS(f)=f as a function of sets. With these definitions 
S: b +Y is a functor (see [l], pp. 24-25). 
S o T: F -P F is clearly the identity functor. The identity mapping on X defines a 
transformation of functors /3(X) : X + T 0 S(X). 
It is easy to verify that T is the adjoint of S(S -! T); that is, a(f) = T(f) 0 b(B) defines 
an isomorphism of functors from Horn, (S(B), A) to Horn,, (B, T(A)) having b(g) = S(g) 
as an inverse. 
Given a collection of quasi-topological spaces Xi, i E I, there exists on n Xi a quasi- 
id 
topology having the universal property for products defined by % + x E n Xi if and only 
id 
if pi(%) + Pi(x) for all i E I where pi: I-J Xj -P Xi is the canonical projection. 
jd 
Definition 5. A quasi-topological vector space is a vector space E over R together 
with a quasi-topology + such that, 
(1) the sum and scalar multiplication define quasi-continuous functions E x E + E 
and T(R) x E + E; 
(2) there exists a locally convex topology on E such that if I + x then ?Z converges 
to x for this locally convex topology on E; 
(3) if %+O then -%+O. 
The quasi-topological vector spaces form an additive category where the morphisms 
are the linear quasi-continuous functions between quasi-topological vector spaces; compo- 
sition is ordinary set theoretic composition. Designate the category of quasi-topological 
vector spaces by QV and the category of locally convex topological vector spaces by V. 
Let T : r --f Qr be the functor that associates to V E V the quasi-topological vector 
space whose underlying vector space structure is the same as that of V and whose under- 
lying quasi-topology is given by considering V E F and considering T(V) E #Z (see p. 3). 
Definition 6. Let E, F, E Qy and U c E open in S(E) where S(E) is the finest locally 
convex topology on E so that filters which quasi-converge converge, and let f : U + F be a 
function. f is called a C1 function if for each x E U there exists a quasi-continuous linear 
transformation D f (x) : E -+ F such that 
F(a) = f (x + 4 - f(x) - Df (x)(4 
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satisfies the property that 
cp(t, 0) = F(tv)/t, f#O 
= 0, t=O 
is a quasi-continuous function and 
Df : U-+LZ(E, F) 
is a quasi-continuous function. Set D”f = D(D”-‘f). 
Define a functor Y : QY x QY -P QY as follows: 3’(E, F) as a vector space is the 
vector space of all quasi-continuous linear transformations E -+ F; the quasi-topology on 
S(E, F) is given by .F + f if and only if d --f x implies F”(3) + f (x). With the obvious 
definition of 8 on morphisms one verifies readily that 49: QV x QV -_) QV is a functor. 
PROPOSITION 4. (1) If E, F and G E QY, then SJE, F; G) z:(E, 9(F, G)) where 
LYb(E, F; G) is the vector space of bilinear maps E x F + G with a quasi-topology analogously 
defined to the quasi-topology on 9(E, F) above. 
PROPOSITION 5. (1) f E ‘T is C” -z+ T(f) E Qv) is C”. 
Propositions 1 and 2 now follow immediately from the corresponding propositions 
in [l] concerning quasi-differentiability. 
Proof of Proposition 3. If f: U x V + G is a quasi-C” function it is obvious that it 
must be C” in both x and y. 
Now suppose f: U x V --) G quasi-differentiable in both variables. 
Set 
$(x9 Y, t, (UP 4) = 
f (x + tv, Y + tn) - f (x, y) - Wx(x, y)(tv) - af/aY(x, y)(m) 
9 
t 
t z o 
and $(& Y, o, u, v) = 0 
$(x9 Y, 4 (4 v)) = 40(x + tx, Y, 4 u) + Y(X, Y, 4 v) + af/aY(tv, y)(u) 
where cp(x + tv, Y, t, u) = 
f (x + tv, Y + tu) - f (x + ty, Y) - 8flaY(Y + tv, v)(m) 
t 
and 
y(x 
, 
y t v> = f(x + tv, Y) - f (x9 Y) - af/aY(x, y)(tv) 
, 9 
t 
thus f is Cr. aflax : u x V --f L?(E, G) does not depend on x and af/LJy : U x V + ?Z’(F, G) 
is still linear in the first variable so that the above reasoning again applies. By iteration we 
obtain the proposition. Q.E.D. 
THEORJM 1. (See 141, p. 276). Let E, F and G be topological vector spaces whose topoZogy 
is given by a set of norms {ei)iet, ((P&~, and {y k } koR respectively: designate by E,, Fk, and Gk 
the normed Vector spaces having Ed, (PR, and yk as norms. Suppose U c E, V c F are open 
sets and suppose R : U x V --) G is a C’ function such that 
(1) For each k E K, x E U, y E V there exists i(k) E I and subsets Uitkj c U, Vk c V con- 
taining x and y respectively with u*(k) open in Ei(k) and V, open in Fk; 
(2) ‘dUi(k) X vk =w : Ui(k) X vk -+ Gk iS a uniformly continuous C’ f&ction where wok) and 
Vk are supposed to have the metric structures induced by Eick, and Fk; 
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(3) Do : Ui(k) x V, --) L(Ei(k, x Fk, Gk) is uniformZy continuous and equal to Dz[ Ui(k) x Vj 
as a set function; the metric structure on L(E+, x Fk, Gk) is induced by the norm on 
L(Ei(k) x Fk, Gk); 
(4) Let TT(X,, y,J = 0, x0 E U, y, E V and suppose dn/8y(x0, yo) : Fk --) Gk is a linear homeo- 
morphism. If there is a function f : U -+ F such that f(x,) = yo, f : Ut(k) -P I;I, is untformly 
continuous and TC(X, f (x)) = 0 for all x E U, then f : U + F is a C’ function. 
All manifolds will be smooth connected Riemannian manifolds. 
Let M’ and Nd be compact manifolds. For f~ 48(M, N ) = the set of all smooth 
functions from M to N. Let gJ(A4, T(N)) be the vector space of all smooth liftings of 
f; that is, g E VJ(M, T(N)) is a smooth function g : M + T(N) such that K o g = f where 
rr : T(N) + N is the canonical projection. Cover N by a finite collection of trivializing 
normal relatively compact open charts V,, i = 1, . . . , n and M by a finite collection of 
trivializing relatively compact open charts Ui, i = 1, . . . , m such that diam(f(UJ) < L/3, 
where Iz is the Lebesgue number of {vi>. Define a Frechet structure on Vf(M, T(N)) as 
follows: let ki : Ui -P U; c R’ and Ij : Vj + Vi c Rd be homeomorphisms determining the 
local structure of M and N, respectively. Suppose f(Ui) c V,(,,. 
Let ‘pjci) : 7C- ‘(Vj:)) + V;(t) x Rd be a smooth diffeomorphism. 
Suppose F&J;, Rd) is the vector space of smooth maps f : U; + Rd with a FrCchet 
topology given by the following fundamental system of neighborhoods at the origin: 
for & > 0, n a non-negative integer, Vi is the collection of all smooth functions f: U; 3 Rd 
such that 11 f@‘(x)(I < E for 0 s k 5 n. 
Set PO = f 9(Ui, Rd). 
i=l 
Define y : %‘,.(M, T(N)) + Fko by y(g) = g1 @ . . . $ g,,, where 
gi E 9(Ui, R”) is the composite 
kt-’ 
u; - vi: x-‘(V~(~,) 2 vjii, x Rd:i?&d. 
Let 9 = y(qg,(M, T(N))) c PO. 9 is a closed subspace of so; y : %Zf(M, T(N)) + 9 
is bijective. By means of y we transport he induced FrCchet structure of 9 to gf(M, T(N)). 
Remark 1. If n is held fixed in the definition of the topology on F(U;, Rd) then so 
and 9 inherit the structure of a normed vector space whose topology is say 7,. The Frtchet 
topology z on 9 can then be seen as the sup of the topologies 7,. The norm we shall 
consider for the topology z, on 9( Vi, Rd) is given by .sqI, (I( f(x)11 , . . . ,I\ f(“)(x)ll) and 
designate it by I( lln. 
Remark 2. The topology on 9 is independent of the choice of the charts (Vi, k,) 
and (Vj, lj). 
When we consider a Riemannian manifold N as a metric space (N, p) it will always 
be with respect o the metric p determined by the Riemannian structure. 
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Let ;1 be the Lebesgue number of the covering 5. For y Q ‘Z(M, N) such that 
p(f(s), J$s)) c 43 for all s EM set tl(s) = exp;&(y(s)); a E g$(M, T(N)); let U, be the 
O-ball U, = (y E V(M, N)lp(y(s), f(s)) < 43 for all s e M)tif : U, --+ %‘,-(M, T(N)) given by 
$&J) = a is taken as a chart of %?(M, N) at J 
LEMMA 1. If U, and U,, are overlapping coordinate charts at x, x’ E W(M, N), then the 
coordinate transformation 
ti = $x, o K 1: kWx n VA + ~XWX n ~,,I 
is a smooth transformation. 
Proof. q(v)(s) = exp.$,(exp(4s))). It is classical that exp: T(N) --, N is smooth. Let 
g be the Riemannian metric on N, set S = (alg(a, a) < l/3}, z x exp: S + M x M is a 
diffeomorphism onto the neighborhood 0 of the diagonal A c M x M made up of the 
pairs x, y such that p(x, y) < 43; its inverse cp : 0 + S is cp(v, m) = exp;‘(m). Set 
X(s) = z-~(x(s)) n S. &x’(s), u) is a smooth function from X(s) to n-‘(x’(s)). Its deriva- 
tives define continuous functions 6!& : X(s) x n’- ‘(x(s)) x . . . x n-‘(x(s)) + rr- ‘(x’(s)). Set 
D”$(u;fi, -.. , fJ(s> = 3(&(s); f1(s>, *** 3 f”(s)). D”$ is thus a map $JU, n U,.) x 
Kw, w0 x -** x K&K WH-+‘%(~, W)). 
We shall now verify that the functions Dk$, k 5 n, satisfy the properties of Definition 1. 
Set Sj = {a E ~-~(Vj)lg(~l, a) < n/3> and suppose X(UJ, X’(UJ c Vj and let Sj -Z l’j X 
crj be a diffeomorphism where a, is a A/3-open ball in Rd with center o. Let z be the 
composition z-‘(Vi> -_, V; x R d+ Rd. F(s, u, a) = z(q(x’(s), exp&(u, a)))) is a smooth 
function from Ui x V(i x aj to Vj x Rd. 
One shows readilythat8”F/&r”(s,yj(z4s)) ;T(fl(s)), . . ..~cf"(s)))= z o 6&(~(s);fi(~),... , 
f”(s)). This implies that D”I/ is continuous. 
That $ is C” for all n 2 0 follows from the following expression 
$(f + W(s) - @(f>(s) = n+~j>UC%~,(f(s); h(s), . . . 3 W) + 
l/n! 
s 
‘(1 - t)“b:f,t(f(s) + th(s))(h(s), . . . , h(s)) dt. Q.E.D. 
0 
An alternative definition for the above described topology on cR(M, N) will now be 
given: for 1 the Lebesgue number of the covering {Vj}i=l,... , m the set pairs Uz = {(f, g) 
E ‘ip(M, N) x %‘(M, N)lFjcr,f,8, e (1, . . . , m) with f (Vi), g(UJ c Vj(i,f,e) for all i and such 
that lI(lj(i,f,e> o f o k; ‘)(P)(x) - (IjCi,Z,ej o f o k; ‘)!P)(x)ll < E, 0 sp 5 n, determine a metris- 
able uniform structure pn with underlying topology 7,. The underlying topological structure 
of sup ,un is no other than the topology given by Lemma 1. Note that sup ,q, is metrisable. 
The verification that the above definition of a topology on ‘%‘(M, N) is the same as the 
one given by Lemma 1 utilises only the differentiability of exp: T(N) -+ N and $: 0 + T(N) 
and the fact that there are only a finite number of charts covering M and N. 
It is not difficult to see that the above definition is independent of the choice of charts 
since if Q’ = {Vi) and V’ = {rr;} were finite refinements of 49 = (U,} and Y = (Vi) the 
above procedure defines the same topology. 
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Remark 3. If we suppose V,(M, T(N)) topologised by the topologies rn of Remark 1, 
then the procedure of Lemma 1 gives a differential structure on g(M, N) whose underlying 
topology is I,. 
Remark 4. The differential structure on %‘(M, N) does not depend on the choice of 
the Riemannian structure on N or M. 
Remark 5. +,.& ‘0 y)(s) = exp;&~ (x’(Y(s)) = $,(x’)(Y(s)) thus $x.y(x’ 0 Y) = J/x(x’) 0 Y 
PROPOSITION 7. Let M, N, and P be compact connected manifolds. Then composition 
‘% (M, N) x %‘(N , P) + V(M, P) dejines a smooth function. 
Proof. $,(x’) 0 y = $_,, (x’ 0 y) obviously defines a continuous map from %JN, T(P)) 
-%JM, T(P)) which is linear since II//,,(lCl~I1($rI(f) + $rl(h)) 0 s) = $/I($;I1(ti~I(f) + 
+,,(h))) 0 9 =(+/,(f) + e,,(h)) 0 g = fi/,(f ) 0 g + Ii/,,(h) 0 9. Thus composition from the 
right is represented by a smooth function; in fact, an analytic function. 
Now consider %(M, N ) x %(N, P) --) V(M, P) with the second variable held fixed. 
Choose g(x) close enough to g,(x) so that g(x) and g,(x) as well as f(g(x)) and f(g&)) 
is always in the same normal open chart in N respectively in P. _ 
Set s” = J/,,(s) and Q(g)(s) = exp~~~,(,,,(f(exp(g”(s)))). 
Let E > 0 be smaller than the Lebesgue number of a covering of N by normal co- 
ordinate neighborhoods and set G = (a E z-‘(g(s))1 Ijall < E}. We also suppose E sufficiently 
small so that f (exp(G)) is contained in some coordinate neighborhood containing f(g,(s)). 
Put 0 = (exp&,, of0 exp)lG, o is a smooth map from G to z- ‘(f(g,(s)). The de- 
rivatives of o thus define continuous maps PO: G x n-‘(g(s)) x . . . x rc-‘(g(s)) + rr-’ 
(f(g(s))) satisfying the conditions of Definition 1. 
Set D”R(g”, fq, . . . ,4(s) = ~“o(iXs), al(s), . . . , a,(s)>. 
As in Lemma 1 we obtain that PS2 satisfies the condition of Definition 1. The con- 
tinuity of composition is obvious from the alternative description of the topologies on 
%‘(M, N), V(N, P), and %‘(M, P). Q.E.D. 
Remark 6. If in the proof everything was analytic one obtains that composition with 
f from the right would give rise locally to an analytical transformation. 
PROPOSITION 8. Let M be a compact connected d-manifold and let id E Fp = %(M, M) 
be the identity map. Then there exists an open subset of %’ =V(M, M) containing id con- 
sisting entirely of diffeomorphisms. 
LEMMA 2. Denote by S(sO, E) the open ball in Rd of radius E and center sO. Given E > 0 
there exists 6(e)> 0 such that if f : S(s,, e) + Rd is smooth and satis$es IIdf/ds - Z I~-c~(E) 
uniformly (I : Rd + Rd the identity) then f : S(sO, e) + f (S(s,, E)) is a dzyeomorphism ([3], 
Theorem (10.1.3)). 
Cover M be a finite number of normal coordinate neighborhoods % (Vi),= 1 , . . . , n 
and let 1 be the Lebesgue number of the covering %!; let To be the collection of functions 
: M + M such that p(f(s),s) < 43. For every s E M there exists Uitsj such that s andf(s) 
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are in Ui(s) for all f o I,,. It is easy to see that for the chart Ulo) -% R* there exists an 
E(S) > 0 such that f(h; ’ (S(h,(s) E (s)))) c Ui(s) for all f o re. 
Lemma 2 implies the existence of a 6(&(s)) such that for 
W, of O K- ‘)IWh E(S))) - II < W)) 
we have that flh-‘(S(h(s, E(S)))) is a diffeomorphism. Since M is compact M may be 
covered a finite collection of open sets V = { V,}i= r, ... ,nt. where V, = &,‘(S(q, s(sJ)) let 
6 = min (B(E(Si))). It now follows that if U c W(M, N) is the open subset determined 
i=l . . . ..m 
by p(f(s), s) < L and Id@,, 0 f 0 h,‘)IS(h,,(s,), E(si)) - I( < 6 and if fo U then flq is a 
diffeomorphism onto an open subset of M. Now let I be the Lebesgue number of the 
covering 6 and let I1 be open subset of functions in %(M, M) such that p (f(s), s) <r/2. 
Suppose g E I1 n U then if g(x) = g(y) we have p(x, y) < r therefore x = y. Thus p is 
injective. 
As f(M) c M is closed and f(M) = uf( I$) is open we concludef(M) = M, therefore 
f is a diffeomorphism. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 2. Diff (M) is a locally Frtkhet C” group. 
Proof. The above proposition implies the existence of a neighborhood of the identity 
containing only diffeomorphisms. This implies that Diff(M) is an open subset of %(M, M) 
with C” multiplication. It sulhces to prove that the inverse operation x + x-l E %‘(M, M) 
defines a C O3 application. The inverse operation is obviously continuous from the ,formulae 
for the derivatives of inverse functions. To prove that inverse operation is smooth it suffices 
to prove it smooth in some small symmetric open neighborhood of the identity. Let U be 
a small neighborhood of the identity and Va small symmetric open neighborhood of the 
identity such that Vz c U. Composition defines a smooth function P x Ps %‘ia(M, T(M)) 
where P = $,(V). To prove the theorem it suffices to show that rc andf($,(x)) = Il/Jx-r) 
satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 1. Remark 1 implies that the topology of Vi,(M, T(M)) 
is given by a countable set of norms 11 IIn determining the topology 7”. 
Set %Zid(M, T(M)) = T(id). T(id) with the normed structure given by 11 Iln (see Remark 
1) shall be written T,(id). It is obvious that uniform continuity for a mapping p, x p0 + 
T,(id) (V, c V) is the same as uniform continuity V, x V, + Q?(M, M) where V(M, M) is 
considered to have the uniform structure p,,. If V, (resp. W,) is an open subset of V whose 
functions have their first n (resp. n + 1) derivatives uniformly bounded from above and 
the first derivatives uniformly bounded from below away from zero, then by an easy cal- 
culation it follows that W, x V, -+ %?(M, M) is uniformly continuous where ‘%?(M, M) has 
a uniform structure given by ,un. 
The classical formulae for the derivatives of the inverse of a diffeomorphism show that 
f I W, is uniformly continuous with respect to pn+ 1 and p” where f(x) = x- ’ E V(M, M) 
and thereforef : v0 + T,(id) is uniformly continuous; we clearly have n(x, f(x)) = 0. 
Consider ii: F0 x &, + T,(id) and note that ii(w, V) = $,(exp 0 w 0 exp 0 u). Let 
$1 = $, o ICI;‘: $“(U” n U,) + +.N, i-l U,) and +z=*e43WJWn KJ-4, 
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W, n UA. (See Lemma 1.1 fXw, 4 = ~2WexpcwJexp 0 w 0 exp 0 UN = ~dti,,,~,,(exp 0 w 0 
exp 0 4) and thus Ww, ~)(a, 1) = DJ/I(~,,,&v 0 w 0 exp 0 u>>$,,,~,~(~ 0 exp 0 4) + D+z 
($,,,,(exp o w 0 exp o u))(DR(u, /3)). (See proof of Proposition 7.) It is straightforward to 
check that DE defines a uniformly continuous function 
f10 x V,, + L(T,+ ,(id) x T,(id), T,(id)). 
Thus the hypotheses of Theorem 1 are fulfilled. 
Using the analytical analogue to the weak implicit function theorem we are able to 
prove that if A4 is a compact connected analytic manifold and .4(M) the analytic diffeo- 
morphisms of A4 with the following FrCchet topology (nbds. of the identity in &(M, Y) 
given by (Icz~~~ < n!Mr”), then d(M) is a locally FrCchet analytic group. 
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